Welcome to the Gasline Newsletter

Published monthly by LPG and Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the industry’s efforts to encourage the direct use of natural gas and LPG into households and small businesses.

Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers numerous cost, environmental and energy efficiency benefits. Gas New Zealand hopes to educate consumers and policy makers about the many advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy asset.
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GasNZ supporting New Zealand’s efforts to reduce its emissions

New Zealand can show greater leadership by using its natural capital and trading advantages to help other countries meet their emissions reduction targets, GasNZ said in a ministry submission.

Read more

First Gas turns to VR for high-risk pipeline training

Taranaki-based First Gas is using a custom-built virtual reality training programme to replicate high-risk procedures used to manage ruptured pipelines.

Read more

Support for Australian Hydrogen Centre

Energy Networks Australia has welcomed the announcement today of additional funding for hydrogen projects.

The Commonwealth Minister for Energy and Emissions

Dutch company plans to produce enough methane to heat 24,000 homes

Dutch company Stercore has secured the country's first licence to manufacture methane from manure and will build a plant in Emmen, Netherlands.

It had assistance from a number of backers including GasTerra, the Dutch gas marketer.

Read More

Energy companions: hydrogen and natural gas

In a recent address to the National Press Club, Australia’s Chief Scientist – Dr Alan Finkel – discussed the role natural gas can play in transitioning to a clean energy future.

Dr Finkel spoke about the challenges Australia faced in transitioning to a clean-energy future and possible pathways the country could take to lower its emission outputs.
Reduction, Angus Taylor, and the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) announced today $1.28 million for Australian Gas Networks Limited (AGN) to establish the Australian Hydrogen Centre (AHC).

"While these (clean energy) technologies are being scaled up, we need an energy companion today that can react rapidly to changes in solar and wind output."

We are always looking for stories from both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as well as the wider gas community.

If you have any story ideas for Gasline please contact us.
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